ASTO Dehradun Felicitates Young Achievers and Welcomes Transferees
Taking ahead the most looked after tradition by the wards of ONGCians posted at Dehradun,
ASTO Unit organized a function to Felicitate the Meritorious students of Class X and Class XII
and to Welcome the officers who joined on Transfer to Dehradun during Annual Transfer-2012.

The smiling Super Achievers with ASTO Team, Dehradun

The results of the Board exams for X and XII standard were declared in the month of May-June
and the students and their parents were full of joy on achieving 90% and above score. Though
the happiness was shared among the friends and relatives but there was a need to provide a
platform where their hard work could be recognized publicly.
Stepping forward, ASTO Unit at Dehradun decided to felicitate the meritorious students who
have scored 90% and above in Board Exams. All ONGCians were asked to submit the details of
their wards along with a copy of marksheet and Employee I-Card, which received an
overwhelming response and within 3 days we had a list of a total 50 students, 12 of Class XII
and 38 of Class X.
The felicitation function was held at ONGC Officers Club on 05th July 2012. Sh. Anil Negi,
President ASTO welcomed the proud students and their parents and the Guest of Honour Sh.
Pradeep Sahariya, ED, HOI- ONGC Academy. The students were presented Certificate of
Appreciation and Momentoes by Sh. Sahariya, who also delivered words of encouragement
and best wishes for their future endeavours. He urged the students to work further hard and
join ONGC in future.
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Before concluding the session, students were asked to share their thoughts with the gathering
wherein Master Siddhant Shrivastava, Topper in Uttarakhand and Ms. Aafrin thanked ASTO unit
for felicitating the students and showed their determination to fly high in every field.
ASTO, Dehradun unit wishes all the best to the students to perform even better in their life.

Young ones with their proud parents

Immediately, after the joyous students left the Officers Club with new dreams in their eyes to
achieve the next milestone in life, the ASTO, Dehradun team was once again ready with broad
smiles to Welcome and meet new members of ONGC, Dehradun who have joined the family
during Annual Transfers -2012.
Transfers are inherent process in any organization where the employees are moved from one
location to another for the organizational needs and their career growth. Every time when
somebody joins a new location he looks forward to meet new people, searches for old friends
and tries to find solutions to the teething problems at new location. To address all the above

issues, ASTO Body Dehradun thought to provide an opportunity in a form of an “Interactive
Session” where they could understand problems and assist their new colleagues.
The newly joined officers were welcomed by Sh. Anil Negi, President ASTO, Dehradun and were
presented with flower buds. This was followed by the introduction session where each member
gave his brief description, which included his new work station, assignment and previous
posting. After the introduction the house was kept open for the officers to share their
experience on joining Dehradun, and any specific issues faced while settling down. This was
required for local ASTO Executive body to understand the bottlenecks and flag it with
appropriate authority to find solution, so that, in future our members should have a smooth
transition when they come to Dehradun on transfer.
The new members of ASTO Dehradun family shared their views and appreciated the efforts of
ASTO.
The session was concluded with vote of thanks proposed by Capt SK Sangwan, Joint Secretary,
ASTO, Dehradun with a vow that all issues raised by the new members shall be addressed with
full vigor to ensure hassle free homecoming for all ONGCians, in future.
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